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Rehabilitaon Paent Room Ecosystem of Intelligent/Responsive/Interacve Systems:  
CIAS-DM is evaluated based upon a series of design challenge scoping exercises for an assisve 
paent room.
Evaluaon of the CIAS-DM is qualitave and uses the Validaon Square Research Design 
Method [7] with influences from Design Science Research [8, 9].  Data collecon is now wrap-
ping up.  Preliminary indicaons are that designers more quickly develop a much clearer un-
derstanding of the project scope, the likely interfaces between people and the systems, and 
are able to hone in more quickly on a focus for the project. 
CIAS-DM:  




CIAS:  An Example
Case Study / Qualitave EvaluaonResearch Design
CIAS-DM Method Summary
Idenfying CIAS:  1) a component of a larger complex/interacve system of systems while 
being composed of a system of systems; 2) real-me hardware/so!ware interacons amongst 
and between internal and external systems to funcon successfully; 3)  real-me human-ma-
chine-so!ware interacons are essenal to meeng user goals and expectaons.  
CIAS Design Challenges:  1) CIAS exist at mulple scales of concern simultaneously, 2) the very 
large degrees of freedom of the system, 3) real-me interacvity between users, physical & 
virtual environments, 4) the distributed nature of the system of systems, 5) layers of intercon-
nected sub-systems, some of which cannot be completely modularized, 6) the system's open-
ness to unknown and unknowable systems external to itself, 7) the extensive collaboraon re-
quired to design CIAS, 8) imperfect understanding of goals, use cases, constraints, and/or 
missing requirements, 9) reliability, 10) robustness, 11) scalability, 12) adaptability, 13) safety, 
14) lack of adequate design and analysis arfacts, 15) non-traceable funconality, and 16) in-




































































































    
                                                                       
    
   
   
   














































































    
       




Bounding the Design Challenge
Structure of the Research:  The research did not begin with a theory but with an expansive 
review of literature and something like  a grounded approach to theory development.  Based 
on the developed theory (classifying complex, interacve architecture as a subclass of cy-
ber-physical systems and socio-technical systems) I developed a method and tool for improv-
ing the design of CIAS.
Lessons from the Literature: How to design these types of projects remains an open queson.  
However, approaches are starng to take shape.  All involve a mix of analycal and creave 
techniques.  The analycal techniques ensure that clear, simple, logical aspects of the design 
challenge are understood and addressed.  The creave techniques help uncover the aspects of 
the challenge that are not immediately obvious based upon a purely logical approach.  
CIAS-DM also addresses both aspects of the design challenge.
CIAS are a subset of cyber-physical systems (CPS) and socio-technical systems (STS).
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are, “...engineered systems that are built from and depend upon 
the synergy of computaonal and physical components.  Emerging CPS will be coordinated, 
distributed, and connected, and must be robust and responsive.  Examples of the many CPS 
applicaon areas include the smart electric grid, smart transportaon, smart buildings, smart 
medical technologies, next-generaon air traffic management, and advanced manufacturing.  
CPS will transform the way people interact with engineered systems, just as the Internet trans-
formed the way people interact with informaon [4].
Socio-technical systems (STS) are defined as having the following relaonships between social 
and technical systems:  1) the technical component can be specified, its behavior modeled, 
and it can structure how work is done; the social component cannot be specified and must be 
incrementally evolved in symbiosis with the technical component in order to result in an effec-
ve, efficient, robust system [5].
A recent trend in architecture is for 
the built environment pro-acvely 
contributes to enhancing human 
health, well-being, performance, 
and social interacons in measur-
able, predictable, and adaptable 
ways.  Buildings are becoming in-
terfaces and digital machines and 
their roles and capabilies are ex-
panding. Accommodang this trend 
will require architectural design 
methods and tools to evolve.   Sens-
ing, monitoring, actuaon, intelli-
gence, and communicaon subsys-
tems are now integral components 
of environmental designers’ vocab-
ularies and consideraons when de-
signing space and form.  At present, 
the theories, methods, and tools for 
represenng and incorporang 
these elements during design do 
not exist.  Developing these ar-
facts is an acve area of research.   
     
This dissertaon focuses on repre-
senng the affordances of complex, 
interacve, architectural systems 
(CIAS) and proposes, evaluates, and 
refines the Complex, Interacve, Ar-
chitectural Systems Design Method-
ology (CIAS-DM).  The purpose of 
CIAS-DM is to aid designers in 
making sure they understand the 
design challenge well at the start of 
the project.  The Validaon Square 
Research Design is used to evaluate 
CIAS-DM.
     
Results are preliminary, but indi-
cate that using a method similar to 
CIAS-DM may be useful for helping 
designers manage the scope of 
complex,interacve design chal-
lenges.
Method + Tool:  CWA Mapped Into SysML
Review Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) &  Idenfy:  Goals, Use Cases, Requirements, 
system of systems to which system of interest belongs, sub-systems of the system of inter-
est, & dra! Basis of Design (BOD) [10]
Diagramming Acvies:  Abstract Decomposion Space (ADS) followed by the Decision 
Ladder (DL) [11, 14]
Refine products of STEP 1 based upon informaon gained from STEP 2 and revise Goals, 
Use Cases, Requirements, and BOD
Purposive Sketch Analysis (Look & Feel & Roles of system of interest, suprasystems & sub-
systems) [12, 13]
Refine products of STEP 3 based upon informaon gained from STEP 4 and revise Goals, 
Use Cases, Requirements, ADS, DL, and BOD
Diagramming Acvity:  Strategies Acvity Diagram (SAD) [15]
Refine products of STEP 5 based upon informaon gained from STEP 6 and revise Goals, 
Use Cases, Requirements, ADS, DL, Purposive Sketches, and BOD
Assess traceability:  can all requirements be allocated to at least one task/scenario/use 
case/goal/system component/funcon?  Map relaonships among all and then review all 
supporng documents as necessary.
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At heart, CIAS-DM is a repre-
sentaonal system.  It in-
volves three components.  
First, it used the Systems 
Modeling Language (SysML) 
[16] as implemented within 
MagicDraw because  is de-
signed to represent hu-
man-digital-physical systems 
during the design phase of 
project.  For environmental 
designers to begin represent-
ing design challenges in this 
way is an incremental, evolu-
onary improvement to proj-
ect scoping, verificaon, and 
validaon.
But CIAS-DM extends the 
SystML profile within Magic-
Draw.  It incorporates dia-
gramming methods and tools 
from human factors.  Specifi-
cally, it integrates the first 
three diagrams of Vicente’s 
Cognive Work Analysis 
(CWA). [14, 15]    In parcular, 
CWA begins to represent the 
cognive dimensions of what 
it will entail for the users to 
interact with the complex, 
interacve system.  This has 
not be merged with SysML 
yet, nor has it been used in 
architecture.  This represents 
a revoluonary change to 
how designers represent and 
validate design challenges 
and proposed soluons.
To these raonal, analyc 
methods, CIAS-DM adds a 
method intended to encour-
age exploraon and discovery 
of opportunies within the 
design challenge.  it uses iter-
ave design/prototyp-
ing/sketching acvies [12, 
13] to bound the 
design/problem spaces and 
limit the degrees of freedom.
In this example, the environment and all components
in it are digitally-enabled, ‘smart’ devices a"empng
to enhance the paent’s rehabilitaon.
During environmental design, how do we represent
all of the interacons of these varying agents so that 
we account for them as part of our design proposal?
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Overview of Validation Square & DSRM
Research Design Methods
How I’m using Validation Square and DSRM
Proposed Design Method/Tool
Purpose Assessing Usefulness with
Respect to the Purpose
Usefulness Defined as 































STEP 8:        
ADS in SysML
(Step 2)
DL in SysML
(Step 2)
SAD in SysML
(Step 6)
+?
Focused
Design/
Prototyping
(Step 4)
